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“Hahahahaha!” Xu Tongyin, who was at the center of the robbery, laughed out loud, like a lunatic!
He didn’t even think about it!
The robbery appeared so early!
This also shows that the quality of Wiliam’s Long Live Demon Lotus is higher than his imagination!
“Come on!” Xu Tongyin yelled, his upper body clothes shattered, revealing lean muscles.
The majestic weapon robbery madly headed towards Xu Tongyin, as if to swallow him completely.
In a short while, blood stains appeared on Xu Tongyin’s body.
Qi Jie is like a long live demon lotus rebirth, raging wildly on him.
And with this kind of aura, Wiliam on the side looked shocking.
But Xu Tongyin didn’t care about it, and urged his vigor with all his strength, and frantically melted the
Long Live Demon Lotus fragments in the sword furnace!
And Wiliam also felt the horror of Xu Tongyin’s strength at this time!
Late congenital mystery!
This is because his strength has not fully recovered!
If it were Xu Tongyin at his peak, he would be able to compete with Xu Benliu.
One of the double arrogance, well-deserved reputation.
The robbery lasted for more than half an hour, and Xu Tongyin’s body was already scarred.
However, his eyes were red, and he was completely plunged into the excitement of re-forging the
magic weapon.
For him, re-forging Long Live Demon Lotus is a challenge to himself!
And the stronger the Long Live Demon Lotus, the more excited he is!
When the robbery disappeared, Wiliam could obviously feel Sanqing Jianlao Qi Qi relieved.

This is just the beginning.
There will be a weapon robbery.
How many weapons will appear next?
This question became their shared doubts and expectations!
The next time is a bit boring.
Qiangqiang chirps sounded constantly in the sword furnace, as if the soul of the Long Live Demon
Lotus was constantly attacking the sword furnace.
This kind of impact lasted a full day and night before it gradually ceased.
At the end of the melting stage, Xu Tongyin once again heightened his vigilance.
Because this stage is also prone to robbery.
But it turned out to be nothing.
This made Xu Tongyin faintly disappointed while breathing a sigh of relief.
It seems that a living challenge has just been lost.
The next day, just after the sky was overwhelmingly bright, Xu Tongyin suddenly shouted: ” Wiliam!
Ready to prepare! The melting has been completed, and the chain is ready to be quenched.”
Wiliam slowly opened his eyes while studying the “Medical Classic of Wuchang” and strode towards Xu
Tongyin.
At this time, the sword furnace has undergone an astonishing change.
The sword furnace, which was originally extremely heavy, suddenly became transparent.
This transparency makes you feel extremely comfortable.
And gradually, Wiliam was able to see the inside of the sword furnace.
There was originally a magma flame sealed in the sword furnace, but it disappeared now.
Only at the bottom of the sword furnace, some dreamlike liquid was slowly flowing.
Seeing these liquids, Wiliam was stunned.
These liquids are half red and half black.
The two sides are not blended together, forming a shape like Tai Chi at the bottom of the sword
furnace.
“Why is this? Isn’t it melted?” Wiliam asked.
He knew what was going on with the red and black liquid.

Red represents the original long live safflower.
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And black is his grandfather’s black flower and silver needle.
But when Wiliam fought against Grandpa, he had already swallowed the Black Flower and Silver
Needle.
Why are these two colors so distinct when they melt now?
“I don’t know, your magic weapon is very mysterious. But I don’t have time to understand it. What I can
be sure of is that your Long Live Demon Lotus has indeed completely melted, and its purity has risen
by a big step than before. Now. What you have to do is to control your fragment and slowly turn it into
the sword furnace.” Xu Tongyin said solemnly.
Wiliam nodded, and immediately sacrificed Xilai ice jade fragments.
Under the guidance of his vigor, the shards of Xilai ice jade slowly moved towards the sword furnace.
When the Xilai Bingyu touched the red and black liquid, the entire sword furnace suddenly shook
severely.
Xu Tongyin was shocked, there won’t be another robbery!
But he immediately felt that it was not a robbery!
When the fragments of Xilai ice jade touched the red and black liquid, the aura that had been hidden
by Wiliam suddenly appeared!
A chill like a thorn, like a heart, instantly swept the audience!
“What!” Except for Wiliam, the people present shouted out in unison!
They never thought that a piece of debris was so cold!
Moreover, this kind of coldness seems to ignore the human body and directly penetrate into the heart
and soul!
It was San Qing Jian Lao, who couldn’t help fighting a cold war when the chill suddenly hit his body.
You know, this is a sword hole!
The hot breath of Jiandong was instantly suppressed by this sudden chill.
The entire sword hole became extremely cold in just a few seconds!
“Be careful!” Xu Tongyin shouted loudly.
He and Wiliam were in the place closest to the shard of Xi Lei Bing Jade, and he naturally felt the
threat of this chill.
If it weren’t for the magic sword furnace, the light burst out in an instant, suppressing a bit of chill.

Xu Tongyin felt that the cold would instantly freeze him!
A thunder and lightning flashed in his mind.
This kind of icy coldness was emitted from the debris of the iceberg he was rescued by Wiliam.
But it’s more than that.
Xu Tongyin finally knew what Wiliam had gained in the battle of blood and tears.
However, he didn’t have the slightest jealousy, instead he was full of infinite curiosity about this piece
of tear-relieving ice jade.
It can make the four powerhouses in the Congenital Secret Realm feel trembling, how strong is this
piece of debris!
Wiliam felt the chill, and his heart was extremely complicated.
His previous hands were almost scrapped.
But now, both Xu Tongyin and Sanqing Jianlao felt the evil spirits, only Wiliamzhen felt a little bit.
It should be the breath of the celestial predecessor of the azure unicorn contained in the Xilai ice jade,
so after being taken by oneself, he would automatically recognize the master and would no longer
cause harm to himself.
Wiliam thought, and asked Xu Tongyin, “Can you still hold it?”
Xu Tongyin glanced at Wiliam in surprise, shocked.
This frost and cold has now caused a thick layer of frost to form in the sword hole.
Wiliam was born with a waste of blood, his strength was not strong, and he turned out to be like a
troublemaker?
Little brother Wiliam is so interesting!
Xu Tongyin’s eagerness to win also came up, and laughed: “Do my obsession! Don’t ask about life or
death!”
A word back to Wiliam!
It’s the same!
Xu Tongyin’s obsession is to help Wiliam re-forge the magic weapon at all costs!
This is his home court!
With the help of the sword furnace, I was afraid that the frost would not make it!
Xu Tongyin completely ignored him, energizing the sword furnace with all his strength, and the place
where the shards of Xilai ice jade touched the red and black liquid, began to slowly melt.

Turned into a lingering silver thread, floating on the red and black liquid.
Xu Tongyin and Sanqing Jianlao successfully resisted the violent outburst of chill just now and entered
a normal rhythm.
However, Xu Tongyin felt a strong anxiety in her heart.
Something is wrong…
Something’s wrong!

